
GOOD SAT WORDS TO USE IN THE ESSAY

But are SAT vocab words really that important for doing well on the test? . Many candies use artificial flavors to make
them taste fruity. . Make sure to include a counterargument in your essay so that you can show you've.

And lay them out one at a time. Draconian â€” characterized by strict laws, rules and punishments â€” Adj.
Disparity â€” a great difference between things â€” N  Venal â€” corrupt; susceptible to bribery â€” Adj.
Virulent â€” extremely severe or harmful in its effects â€” Adj. Exacerbate â€” to make a situation worse â€”
V  Resurgence â€” an increase or revival after a period of limited activity â€” N  Belie â€” to fail to give a true
impression of something â€” V  Did you find it convincing? Insidious â€” proceeding in a subtle way but with
harmful effects â€” Adj. Do you think it will convince other people? Ignominious â€” deserving or causing
public disgrace or shame â€” Adj. Oftentimes, these subjects carry implications for broader issues such as
freedom or morality. Entrenched â€” characterized by something that is firmly established and difficult to
change â€” Adj. Test-takers are expected to convey some stance on the issue and support their argument with
relevant facts and analysis. On ACT essays, common examples are trends or patterns of human behavior,
current or past events, and large-scale laws or regulations. Leave a comment, or share your crazy-good writing
skills with us on Twitter. One way to demonstrate such mastery is through the correct usage of advanced
vocabulary words. Bookmark When it comes to the SAT essay, many students think big words will
automatically lead to a big score. Ubiquitous â€” characterized by being everywhere; widespread â€” Adj.
Deter â€” to discourage someone from doing something by making them doubt or fear the consequences â€” V
 Below are 50 above-average vocabulary words sorted by the contexts in which they could most easily be
worked into an ACT essay. Myriad â€” countless or extremely large in number â€” Adj. Your audience has
the prompt in front of them. Context 2: Analysis These words can often be used when describing common
patterns between examples or casting some form of opinion or judgement. Egregious â€” conspicuously bad;
extremely evil; monstrous and outrageous â€” Adj. Bellwether â€” something that indicates a trend â€” N 4.
Do restate your thesis. Discredit â€” to harm the reputation or respect for someone â€” V  Revitalize â€” to
give something new life and vitality â€” V  Proponent â€” a person who advocates for something â€” N 
Demagogue â€” a political leader or person who looks for support by appealing to prejudices instead of using
rational arguments â€” N  Your supporting examples and points should be distinct. Use paraphrasing and
direct quotes to point out significant ideas in the sample argument and respond directly to those ideas.
Pernicious â€” dangerous and harmful â€” Adj. Foster â€” to encourage the development of something â€” V
9. Incessant â€” never ending; continuing without pause â€” Adj. Inflame â€” to provoke or intensify strong
feelings in someone â€” V 


